Study on the Evaluation of the Subsidized Fertilizer Distribution System
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ABSTRACT

In order to ensure the delivery of the subsidized fertilizer to the farmer in “6 precision-goals”, i.e., quantity precision, type precision, time precision, place precision, quality precision and price precision in accordance to the regulated Highest Retail Sale Price, the government has regulated the distribution system of subsidized fertilizer from the plant to the farmers by form of regulation issued by Indonesian Ministry of Trading. The purpose of this research is to evaluate the existing distribution system of subsidized fertilizer which is managed by one of the Public Service Obligation State-Owned Companies (PSO-SOC). The evaluation is carried out by comparing the cost of the existing distribution system with the proposed distribution system. Cost optimization of the proposed system makes use of Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP). Optimization is performed by restructuring the cluster and distribution warehouse, allowing through trips from plant directly to distributor’s warehouse, and skipping the producer’s warehouse storing. The proposed cluster restructuring can reduce the existing cost to 94% - 98%, while through trips can reduce the total cost to 61% - 72%. In case where through trips is allowed and producer’s warehouse is in operation and functioned as a buffer, the total cost is reduced to 64% - 78% from the existing cost. Based on the optimization result, it is concluded that the existing subsidized fertilizer distribution system could be improved by allowing through trips, while existing producer’s warehouse is still in operation as the buffer warehouse to ensure that the minimum stock is fulfilled. It is noted, however, that this system requires adequate information technology concurrently.
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1. Introduction

The government is attaining to improve the productivity and quality of agricultural product in order to sustain the national food security. Fertilizer is one of the main supporting elements in the improvement of agricultural productivity. The distribution of the subsidized fertilizer is carried out by one of the Public Service Obligation State-Owned Companies (PSO-SOC) that is state-owned company which is obliged to serve and provide service and goods commodities required by public. In reality, however, there are problems occurring due to failure of the distribution system resulting failure in providing subsidized fertilizers to farmers at given time, place and quantity.

The distribution system is closely related to logistic management that is process of transfer and store inventories at given time, place and ownership at the lowest possible cost [1]. Distribution cost in the subsidized fertilizer distribution system is affecting total subsidy which government has to bear and provide to PSO-SOC. The total subsidy is calculated based on delta amount of total actual cost of subsidized goods spent by PSO-SOC from production until it is received by end-user less than its Highest Retail Sale Price.

In order to ensure the delivery of the fertilizer to the farmer in “6 precision-goals”, i.e., quantity precision, type precision, time precision, place precision, quality precision and price precision in accordance to the regulated
Highest Retail Sale Price, the government has regulated the distribution system of subsidized fertilizer from its plant to the farmers by form of regulation issued by Indonesian Ministry of Trading as shown in the following flow chart (Figure 1).

Based on Figure 1, it is noted that there are several distribution steps whereby in each step there will be loading-unloading, storing and transporting processes. Those activities are time-consuming and costly, therefore, causing inefficiency of distribution system and leading to increase of distribution cost.

Previous researches on freight distribution system concern mostly on private companies. Their concerns are mostly for reducing distribution cost. Hindi, K. S., Basta, T., and Pienkosz, K. [2] proposed a model for locating distribution centers of a two-stage distribution system which minimizes total cost. They are concerned with the fixed cost for opening the distribution centers and also the operating cost.

Tsao, Y. C. and Lu, J. C. [3] studied an integrated facility location and inventory allocation problem considering transportation cost discounts. Two types of transportation discounts are quantity discounts for inbound transportation cost and distance discounts for outbound transportation cost. Their proposed method integrated facility costs, inventory costs, transportation costs and ordering costs. The key decisions of their model are where to locate the regional distribution centers, how to assign retail stores to regional distribution centers, and how to set the inventory policy at different locations to minimize the total network cost.

Wisetjindawata, W., Yamamotoa, K. and Marchalb, F. [4] proposed an extension of a multi-agent transport modeling system which dealt with the behavior of each individual actor in the freight distribution system, particularly the interactions amongst freight agents. It modeled the links between suppliers and receivers of commodities.

Other important issues which were raised to improve the efficiency of commodity distribution system are the use of logistics information systems [5] and the electronic trading [6].

Even fertilizer PSO-SOC is merely not a private company, it indeed has responsibility to improve the efficiency of its distribution system in order to reduce government subsidy.

The purpose of this research is to evaluate efficiency of existing subsidized fertilizer distribution system which is implemented by PSO-SOC, particularly PT.X who is obliged to produce and distribute subsidized fertilizer.

2. Existing Distribution System

The subsidized fertilizer distribution system of PT. X which covering West Jawa Province and several Regions in Central Jawa Province, includes 31 producer’s warehouse and ±250 distributor’s warehouse. But this study just evaluate of 22 producer’s warehouse and 170 distributor’s warehouse. The distribution system of PT. X is described in the following Figure 2.

PT. X use plant’s warehouse as Line 1 (plant warehouse) and Line II (Provincial warehouse) concurrently in its distribution system because it has relatively close distance to its coverage area. The fertilizer can even be loaded onto distribution truck immediately after packing process is finished, and not necessarily to store at plant’s warehouse prior to distribution. Therefore the plant warehouse function is merely as storage during over-production period, i.e. when the quantity output of fertilizer produced at plant exceeds what farmers required. The transportation fleet that running for distribution of products either from Line I/II (plant) and Line III are managed by expedition companies (third parties) who are appointed by transportation service agreement. Type of vehicle used is truck.
3. Development of Optimization Model

The development of optimization model is based on trade-off principal that is possibility of an increase of distribution cost on one function may reduce other function cost and save overall total system cost. This condition is due to interrelation among distribution system elements, whereas the distribution system is to be seen as a set of system and not as a single entity of its element.

Trade-off principals applied to this optimization model development are as follows:

1) Trade-off among different functions within company.

Example is trade-off due to reduction of number of warehouse. Financially it can reduce warehouse rental cost, and operationally it simplifies the complexity of distribution system. However from marketing functional point of view, this can bring down level of service as the distance between warehouse and consumer is longer and having risk of delay on product delivery.

2) Trade-off between company and external related organizations.

Example is fertilizer delivery from plant directly to line III distributor or distributor’s warehouse (DW) without stopping at line III producer or producer’s warehouse (PW) in order to maximize the usage of existing DWs [7].

Based on the above principles, strategies to perform optimization are as follows:

1) DW Cluster Restructuring

Current clustering system of DW is based on administrative area consideration, whereby DW must be in the same region as the supplying PW. In some cases however, consideration on area proximity (geographical consideration) is more suitable in order to save transportation cost. In this cluster restructuring, it is possible to eliminate PW which is less contributing in making efficiency on distribution system and maximize other PW function that considered can improve efficiency of the overall distribution system. Closure of several PW will reduce warehouse rental cost. However there is still a condition in this cluster restructuring system where at least one PW must be available in one region in order to maintain minimum fertilizer stock availability in that region. As a consequence of the closure, the remaining opened PW shall be able to anticipate the required capacity which left by the closed PW. This arrangement mitigates risk of delay on fertilizer delivery.

2) Through trips

This strategy allows delivery of fertilizer from plant directly to DW without stopping at PW. Elimination of all PW is possible in this through trips system, which will lead to reduction of warehouse rental and handling costs in PW. However to ensure minimum stock availability in one region is fulfilled, it is therefore required to provide one PW on every region as to avoid delay on fertilizer delivery. The operated PW functioned as buffer stock, i.e. to keep minimum stock availability without necessarily all truck to stop by there. Nevertheless with the advance of information technology currently, it is possible to eliminate PW and further to save the warehouse rental cost.

The developed optimization strategies are broken down into the following scenarios:

- Scenario 1
  Cluster restructuring, having purpose to rearrange the clustering of the number of DW against their PW.
- Scenario 2A
  Allowing through trips or direct delivery from plant to DW without stopping at PW.
- Scenario 2B
  Allowing through trip or direct delivery to DW with cluster restructuring.
- Scenario 3
  Allowing through trips, but still operating buffer warehouse to keep minimum stock availability.

By following those scenarios, optimization is carried out by simulating distribution cost for various allocated volume and predicted transportation unit cost. Simulation is performed to examine the robustness of the scenarios. Simulation that related to fertilizer allocated volume is to find out the sensitivity of the scenario whenever significant change of allocated volume occurs. Whilst simulation related to transportation unit cost is carried out because the unit cost for new lines (that are not covered in
existing lines) are obtained from calibration of regression model from the data of the existing transportation unit cost. As the predicted transportation unit cost that being used is not the actual (merely as predicted value obtained from regression), therefore it is possible to bias from the actual cost. The coefficient value of the determined regression model result is $R^2 = 0.872$ and $R^2 = 0.889$, hence the maximum bias value of $\pm 20\%$ is considered representative to the uncertainty of the predicted transportation unit cost. The volume of fertilizer demand and transportation unit cost used in the simulation are as follows:

- **Average Demand**
  Average demand volume is used as the base demand volume, whereby the average volume is represented by volume in the month of April.

- **Peak Demand**
  This value is used to see the consistency resulting from the optimization when the demanded volume is move up becoming the peak or maximum volume. Volume in December is used as the peak demand volume.

- **Predicted unit cost with bias $-20\%$, $-10\%$, $+10\%$ and $+20\%$**
  The values are used to see the consistency of optimization result when the predicted transportation unit cost (transportation unit cost obtained from regression model) bias $-20\%$, $-10\%$, $+10\%$ and $+20\%$ against cost resulting from calibrated regression model.

The above developed scenarios are tested to network as shown in Figure 3, whereby network form of each scenario is suited with the character of the scenario itself.

Considering the significant number of warehouse, therefore it is required to cluster or zoning in order to ease the process of network optimization. The basis of the zoning is geographical closeness and similarity. In this zoning, there are five zones each formed by several PW that every PW serve several DW.

The best distribution network is sought on each network of every scenario based on the most minimum total cost of the distribution system. Mathematical programming formulation of the most minimum total cost is using Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model. This modeling provides solution to choose which warehouse is to be opened including which distribution network is to be used. The modeling adopts from equation model of Minimum Cost Flow (MCF) in the formula of Linear Programming [8], combined with integer biner variable to decide to open or close of warehouse. Mathematical model of MILP is as follows:

$$\text{Minimize } \sum_{(i,j) \in A} c_{ij} x_{ij} + \sum_{i \in G} f_i y_i$$

subject to:

$$\sum_{(j,i) \in A} x_{ij} - \sum_{(j,i) \in A} x_{ji} = b(i) \quad \forall i \in N$$

$$l_{ij} \leq x_{ij} \leq u_{ij} \quad \forall (i,j) \in A$$

$$x_{ij} \geq 0 \quad \forall (i,j) \in A$$

where

$$\sum_{i \in x} b(i) = 0$$

Input:

- $b(i)$ = demand at node $- i$
- $c_{ij}$ = unit transportation cost at link $(i, j)$
- $l_{ij}$ = lowerbound flow at link
- $u_{ij}$ = upperbound flow at link
- $(i, j)$ = link capacity $(i, j)$
- $f_i$ = warehouse rental cost
- $A$ = Set of link in distribution network
- $N$ = Set of node in distribution network
- $\text{N}_{\text{GP}}$ = Set of node that represents producer’s warehouse (PW)

Decision variables:

- $y_i$ = binary number $[0,1] = \{\text{equal to 1, if the producer’s warehouse is open and it is 0 when otherwise}\}$
- $x_{ij}$ = flow at link $(i,j)$

Equation (1) denotes the objective function of our model, i.e. minimizing total distribution cost. The distribution cost consists of transportation cost which is including handling cost and warehouse rental cost. The first fraction represents transportation cost that is obtained from unit transportation cost at link multiplied by flow volume at that link. The second fraction related to
warehouse rental cost. Equation (2) denotes conservation flow constraint or mass balance at every node in the network. From this equation it can be seen the flow demand at the given node.

Equation (3) is the demand limit constraint, i.e. the flow volume at each link shall be within upper bound and lower bound. At this developed model the capacity of the link is not being limited. Equation (4) denotes that the flow volume shall be more than zero. Equation (5) is the mass balance (flow conservation) in a network, i.e. the inflow volume less outflow volume shall be zero.

The programming solution is using heuristic approach, that is by modifying MCF algorithm solution (to obtain the minimum cost) [8] with ADD algorithm [9]. ADD algorithm is used to trial heuristically of various warehouse combinations to obtain the minimum cost.

ADD algorithm starts from locating warehouse at site that minimizes total cost. The minimization of total cost itself is solved by MCF algorithm. ADD algorithm greedily adds warehouses to the current solution until the algorithm fails to find a warehouse whose addition will result in a decrease in the total cost. Greedily means that each node that is added to the solution reduces the cost as much as possible, holding the previously selected sites fixed in the solution [9].

The optimization result of the proposed distribution system from all zone based on average demand is shown in the following Table 1.

The optimization result of the proposed distribution system from all zones is summarized in the following Table 2.

### 4. Result Analysis

Based on the optimization result from robustness test as shown in Table 1, the conclusions are as follows:

1) Cluster restructuring (Scenario 1) is not resulting a significant efficiency value, whereby the range percentage of total distribution cost from optimization against the existing is 94% to 98%. The efficiency comes from the reduction of warehouse cost to 42% - 72% of existing warehouse cost, while the transport cost could only be minimized up to 99% of existing cost. Even in one of simulations we found that the transport cost becomes bigger than the existing one (102% of the existing cost). It is due to the reduction of number of warehouses which may cause the increasing of travel distance and consequently it increases the transport cost.

2) Scenario through trips (Scenario 2A) resulting a significant efficiency value, whereby the range percentage of total distribution cost from optimization against the existing is 63% to 78%. While the combined cluster restructuring with through trips (Scenario 2B) resulting similar cost and distribution network as Scenario 2A. This means that through trips is more prefered in reducing distribution cost compared to cluster restructuring.

3) Through trips scenario with buffer warehouse (Scenario 3) resulting range percentage of distribution total cost from optimization against existing cost at 64% to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Transport Cost</th>
<th>Warehouse Rental Cost</th>
<th>Total Distribution Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>50.39%</td>
<td>95.14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>65.22%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>65.22%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50.39%</td>
<td>71.94%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41.82%</td>
<td>93.76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>63.78%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>63.78%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>41.82%</td>
<td>68.19%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>71.84%</td>
<td>97.61%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>69.29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>69.29%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>71.84%</td>
<td>72.64%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>69.94%</td>
<td>96.58%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>71.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>71.75%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>69.94%</td>
<td>77.52%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>63.57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>60.72%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>60.72%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>100.00%</td>
<td>63.57%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The optimization result of the proposed distribution system based on average demand.

### Table 2. Percentage of cost efficiency from optimization result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Transport cost</th>
<th>Warehouse cost</th>
<th>Total Distribution cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 1 (Cluster restructuring)</td>
<td>99% - 102%</td>
<td>42% - 72%</td>
<td>94% - 98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2A (Through trips)</td>
<td>63% - 78%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>61% - 72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 2B (Cluster restructuring &amp; Through trips)</td>
<td>63% - 78%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>61% - 72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scenario 3 (Through trips with buffer warehouse)</td>
<td>63% - 78%</td>
<td>42% - 100%</td>
<td>64% - 78%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
78%. Buffer warehouse in this scenario is functioned as storing place of fertilizer stock to anticipate whenever delay of fertilizer delivery is occurring, while fertilizer distribution to distributor’s warehouse (DW) remains by through trips.

5. Conclusions

Based on the optimization result through four scenarios, it is concluded that the existing distribution system can be improved by adopting through trips system from plant to distributor’s warehouses (DW). Efficiency is also obtained from reduction of handling cost at producer’s warehouse (PW) and its possible closure.

Successful through trips system requires utilization of information technology system in order to maintain good and thorough observation on the actual supply and demand condition. Therefore, the availability of fertilizer stock at producer’s warehouse (PW) is maintained in order to be anticipated if stock shortage at distributor’s warehouse (DW) occurs.
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